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Abstract

INVESTIGATING THE ROLE OF ELECTRIC FIELDS IN DIRECTING SCHWANN
CELL BEHAVIOR
By Nishant Magar, B.A.
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Science at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009
Major Director: Raymond J. Colello, D. Phil.
Associate Professor, Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology

This study examines the potential of Schwann cells (SCs) to be manipulated by
electric fields (EFs) in order to improve recovery from spinal cord injury (SCI). It had long
been believed that the central nervous system (CNS) is incapable of regeneration, but
recent studies have proven otherwise. SC transplants are known to be useful in promoting
axon regeneration after SCI, but is not sufficient for functional recovery. EFs are known to
exist in vivo, and have been known to drastically affect the morphology and behavior of
cells in various tissues. It was the hypothesis of this study that the conditioning and
observed alignment of SCs was a reproducible phenomenon that could promote the growth

viii
of axons. It was found that SCs could be aligned at various field strengths and preliminary
data suggest that aligned SCs increased the length and directionality of axons extending
from DRG explants.

CHAPTER 1 Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a debilitating trauma that afflicts over 12,000 Americans each
year. The majority of those suffering from SCI are under 30 years of age (Nobunaga et. al.,
1999), and are 4 times more likely to be males (Jackson, 2004). Victims of SCI under the
age of 22 are more likely than adults to have sustained their injuries from vehicular
accidents, sports, and violence, and among African American and Hispanic men, violence
is the leading cause of SCI (DeVivo and Vogel, 2004).

Without consideration of the costs due to loss of productivity, the total cost of SCI in the
United States is estimated to be at least $7.7 billion (DeVivo, 1998). The symptoms of SCI
include the loss of motor functions and sensory perceptions. However it is the loss of
control of micturation and defecation that leave patients unable to fully engage in social
situations, and increases the need for full-time care. Although recent advances in clinical
interventions have led to a 40% decrease in the rate of mortality within the first 2 years
after injury (Strauss et. al., 2006), the most important goal of SCI research is to improve
recovery of basic functions in order to improve patients’ quality of life.
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Among the difficulties associated with the treatment of SCI is that the central nervous
system (CNS) seems less able than the peripheral nervous system (PNS) to recover from
mechanical insults. This difference is due to numerous biochemical and physical obstacles
that must be overcome to increase the regeneration of neurons and restore function. Glia
that surround lesions in the spinal cord are known to release growth-inhibiting proteins in
to the extracellular space. At the same time, a fluid-filled cavity can form, which is a poor
medium for growth cones and makes it impossible for axons to cross the site of lesion.
This study aimed to manipulate cell behavior in a way that might improve the recovery of
function secondary to the formation of a cavity.

One of the approaches used to tackle the cavity is transplantation of Schwann cells (SC)
derived from the PNS. They are the supporting cells of the PNS, providing neurotrophic
factors, myelinating axons, and creating an environment that encourages the regeneration
of neurites. Initial studies have shown some signs of success (Reviewed in Bunge, 2008).
Any successful transplant therapy must serve two functions. Firstly, the transplant medium
must promote neurite elongation and axon growth. Secondly, the transplant must afford
growing neurites directionality cues so that they may synapse on appropriate targets. It was
our hypothesis that SCs treated with an electric field (EF) may provide support in both
regards.

Electric fields are an often-overlooked component of biological systems. Researchers have
noted that the behavior of a particular cell within an EF depends on the type of cell and the
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field strength used. However, it has been found that EFs can provide both directionality
cues and trophic support for various cell types (reviewed in McCaig et. al., 2005). EFs are
created by voltages that move charge. In vivo this voltage is created by the separation of
ions and charged molecules. One of the reasons that EFs are often ignored as significant
biological forces is that they produce currents that are up to 4 orders of magnitude smaller
than those associated with action potentials.

This study was aimed to investigate the innate alignment behavior of SCs in direct current
(DC) EFs. It is hoped that aligned cultures used as a bridging medium may improve the
regenerative capacity of spinal cord neurons. In addition, examining the effect that electric
fields have on individual SCs will help to expand our understanding of the complex
mechanisms that direct cell behavior in biological systems.

Schwann Cells and PNS insults

As was previously noted, The PNS shows a much greater ability to recover from
mechanical injuries than the CNS. One of the reasons for this is that Schwann cells are the
myelinating glial cells of the PNS. In contrast to oligodendrocytes, which myelinate CNS
neurons and can extend myelin sheaths to more than 40 axons, SCs produce only a single
segment of myelin (known as an internode) for one neuron. This means that whereas the
loss of one SC may be problematic for only a single neuron, the loss of one
oligodendrocyte could affect the function of numerous nearby neurons. Considering that a
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single physical insult can result in the death of thousands of oligodendrocytes, the
susceptibility of the CNS to pathologies becomes apparent.

Another difference is that SCs produce a basal lamina that surrounds each myelinated
axon, whereas oligodendocytes do not. Basal lamina acts as a growth-promoting tube
through which axons can grow (Reviewed in Raine, 1984), and contains proteins such as
laminin, whose presence is known to stabilize neurite growth cones and promote axon
regeneration (Rogers et. al., 1983; Manthorpe et. al., 1983; Costa et. al., 2002). SCs
produce increased NGF at the site of PNS insults. This promotes regeneration of axons,
activates proliferation and migration of Schwann cells (Anton et. al., 1994). SCs
upregulate NGF receptors upon axotomy, allowing them to respond to growth factors in
the ECM and increase their growth supporting activity. CNS glia, however, do not
(Taniuchi et. al. 1988).

When peripheral nerves are injured, the axons of the neurons are severed, or axotomized,
and quickly degenerate away from the site of injury. Two halves of the axons are formed,
the proximal end attached to the cell body, and the distal end, known as the distal stump.
Without transcriptional support, the distal stump can quickly inactive and be broken down
by surrounding glia.

The role of SCs in rapid peripheral nerve regeneration is critical (Reviewed by Fu and
Gordon 1997). In response to nerve damage, the SCs surrounding the distal stump increase
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production of trophic factors, such as nerve growth factor (NGF), as well as extracellular
matrix proteins, such as laminin. Neurotrophic factors prevent apoptosis of severed
neurons and promote the regeneration of axons (Boyd and Gordon 2003; Vavrek et. al.
2006). Laminin stabilizes growth cones through interactions with cell surface receptors,
such as integrins (Condic and Letourneau, 1997; Plantman et. al., 2008; Koh et. al., 2008).
In vitro studies have shown that laminin also induces SCs to produce a greater amount of
neurotrophic factors to assist neuritic outgrowth (Armstrong 2007, et. al.), neuronal
survival (Maggirwar et. al., 1998; Hamanoue et. al., 1999; Gallagher et. al., 2007; Horton
et. al., 1998), and arbor development (Sole et. al. 2004; Gutierrez et. al., 2005; Gallagher
et. al., 2007).

This section has reviewed some of the aspects of Schwann cell function that make the PNS
a suitable environment for neural regeneration. As will be seen, the lack of SCs in the CNS
is only one reason that makes the CNS less supportive of regeneration.

Pathology of Spinal Cord Injury

SCI is characterized by multiple stages of injury. Within hours of the initial insult there is
massive necrosis of neurons and glia at the level of the lesion (Balentine 1978). This
primary damage usually occurs in the center of the spinal cord, and is usually surrounded
by a number of spared axons. Secondary damage is caused by an inflammatory response,
breakdown of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), and infiltration of peripheral immune cells.
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Finally, astrocytes become reactive and form a permanent glial scar around the site of
injury.

The spinal cord is also susceptible to a worse pathology than the PNS because it consists of
large amount of white matter (Batchelor et. al., 2008), which when dispersed by neurotic
cell death can stimulate an inflammatory response. These inflammatory events can last for
months after the injury (Reviewed by Hausmann 2003). It begins with an initial infiltration
of neutrophils and activation of microglia within the first 3 days (Popovich et. al. 1997;
Fleming et. al., 2006; Sroga et. al., 1999), an increase in proinflammatory cytokines (Rice
et. al., 2007), breakdown of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and invasion by monocytes and
macrophages into the lesion.

The inflammatory response can result in the apoptosis of more oligodendrocytes, sustained
demyelination, and ultimately the death of axons surrounding or flanking the lesion
(Shuman et. al 1998; Crowe et. al 1997; Liu et. al 1997; Yune 2007). This is known as
Wallerian degeneration. As has been noted, the death of oligodendrocytes can be disastrous
because they each can myelinate more than 40 axons. The over-activation of the CNS
inflammatory response can even cause damage to peripheral organs by neutrophil invasion
and an increase in systemic oxidative activity (Bao et. al., 2009; Gris et. al., 2008). Most
importantly for this study however, is the fact that inflammation may be linked to the
formation of the fluid-filled cyst, since the anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid
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methylprednisolone can reduce the collection of fluid, or edema, in SCI (Merola et. al.,
2002).

The last step in the pathology is a gliotic scar that forms around the lesioned cavity
(Popovich et. al., 1998; Schnell et. al., 1999; Sroga et. al., 1999). It is a barrier that protects
the surviving tissue from inflammation, but through which axonal regeneration is almost
impossible (Bush et. al., 1999). The first component of the scar is a physical barrier. The
astrocytes in this tissue are characterized by hypertrophic extension of their processes, and
cytoplasmic intermediate filaments primarily constituted of glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP) (Hozumi et. al. 1990; Ridet et. al., 1997). The astrocytic processes are tightly
packed around the region of injury and joined by tight junctions. This forces growth cones
to attempt impossibly narrow and convoluted paths through the scar.

The second component of the scar is a biochemical barrier. Laminin is able to overcome
inhibitory factors, including those associated with CNS myelin (David et. al., 1995), but
astrocytes downregulate its production during development (Rivas et. al., 1992). In
addition to the release of these myelin proteins from neurite fragmentation (Caroni et. al.
1988), astrocytes upregulate inhibitory ECM proteins such as chondroitin sulfate
proteoglycans (CSPGs). CSPGs are the primary biochemical inhibitory cue for neurite
outgrowth (Rudge and Silver, 1990; Snow et. al., 1990; Faissner and Steindler, 1995), and
have been shown to attenuate neural regeneration by inhibiting the effects of laminin
(Snow et. al, 1990; Dou and Levine, 1994; McKeon et. al., 1995).
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As has been demonstrated, the progression of SCI pathology is varied, presenting many
obstacles to be overcome at different points in time. Most pertinent for this study is the
formation of the fluid-filled cyst, and a gliotic scar which presents both physical and
biochemical barriers to recovery. Consensus is building that successful treatment will
require combined therapies. Recent studies have discovered difficulties that prevent
neurites from exiting the cyst through the scar (Reviewed in Bunge, 2008). It the hope of
this study that if a greater number of neurites can be elicited by some method to extend
across the cyst, it will increase the number of neurites that exit through the scar and
improve the chance of functional recovery.

Role of Schwann Cells in SCI therapies

Until recently it was a commonly held belief that the central nervous system was incapable
of regeneration following contusive injuries. As far back as the early 1900s there was
evidence that some amount of regeneration and restoration of function may be possible
with the correct environment. A student of Ramón y Cajal named Jorge Francisco Tello y
Muñóz placed the distal stump of a damaged peripheral nerve onto wounded cerebral
cortex. Tello discovered that axons of the cerebral cortex were actually able to grow into
the peripheral nerve graft (Tello 1911). This finding refuted the hypothesis that the neurons
in the CNS have an inherent inability to regenerate following injury.
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More recent studies on PNS grafts have confirmed that (a) CNS neurons can be made to
regenerate, and (b) that peripheral nerve tissue provides an environment that promotes
neuron regeneration. A peripheral nerve graft was inserted into the spinal cords of juvenile
Sprague-Dawley rats after a segment of equal length was removed. Though there was no
observable restoration of function, this intervention did result in growth of CNS axons into
the PNS graft (Richardson et. al. 1980; David and Aguayo 1981).

SCs have been observed entering the spinal cord after trauma, remyelinating the axons of
spared neurons, and restoring functional action potential activity to neurons (Blight and
Young 1989). Because of this observation and the known growth-permissive nature of
SCs, there have been attempts to investigate whether direct implanted SCs can function as
a bridge. SCs suspended in Matrigel and inserted into a completely transected rat resulted
in some axonal growth into the transplant. Some of the axons were myelinated, while
others remained ensheathed by SCs, as is seen in the PNS. However, the scar remained,
and axons could not leave the SC bridge in order to reenter the spinal cord (Xu et. al.,
1997).

Given the successes and limitations of SC transplants, the potential of combination
treatments is becoming more widely accepted. The cell adhesion molecule L1 was found to
promote neurite elongation into a bridge composed of collagen gel. This increased the
prevalence of regeneration, but there was no obvious decrease in the glial scar around the
site of injury (Kobayashi 1995). However, SC delivery along with the enzyme
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chondroitinase ABC, which digests the CSPGs of the gliotic scar (Fouad et. al., 2005;
Fouad et. al., 2009), actually has shown some recovery of motor function (Fouad et. al.
2005). There was regeneration of brainstem axons through the lesion into the caudal spinal
cord, and improved bladder control (Vavrek, 2007; Fouad, 2009). Combining SC
implantation with NGF and BDNF has also met with similar success (Reviewed in Bunge,
2008).

The therapies currently in use or under investigation aim to combat one more of the
obstacles that prevents neural regeneration after SCI. The inflammatory reaction is reduced
with administration of methylpredilosone, which is one of only a few treatments that can
be conducted on patients after injury. However, the glial scar and fluid cyst remain
formidable difficulties for clinicians. The hypothesis of this study is that treatment of SCs
with an EF prior to transplant may assist in increasing the directional growth of neurites as
a precursor to breaking through the gliotic scar. An EF would be beneficial if it induced the
trophic support of SCs for neurites, and if it provided an orientation that served as a
directional cue for regenerating axons.

Introduction to Electric Fields

The first investigation into the electrical nature of biological systems occurred with the
famous experiments of Luigi Galvani and what he called “animal electricity”. By
connecting prepared frog muscle fibers to a lightning apparatus during a storm, he proved
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that electricity was responsible for muscle twitches. He hypothesized that the nerve and
muscle pairing was like a Leyden jar, storing electricity that was intrinsic to the body. In
doing so, he laid down the foundation of modern electrophysiology. (Piccolino 2006).

In order to understand the role and importance of electrical forces in vivo, it is important to
review some of the fundamental physics of electricity. Charge is chemically important
because it holds matter together, and because it can carry energy when moving, as current.
For a review of the principles involved in electric fields, see Colello and Alexander, 2002.

Current is the movement of any charged particle. This includes the electrons that move in
the copper wire of an electric circuit, and the ions and charged molecules that move in
biological systems. The relationship between the current (I), voltage (V), and resistance (R)
in a circuit is described by Ohms Law:

I=

V
R

(1)

It is clear that any observed current is dependent on both the potential difference across a

! medium through which the current is flowing.
distance, and the resistance of the

Voltage, or potential difference, is simply what causes current to flow through regions of
resistance. If the voltage is not sufficient to attain a desired current through a high
resistance environment, then a lower current is attained. Conversely, if a voltage is causing
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a current and the resistance decreases, then the required voltage to maintain that current
would also decrease.

An EF is a vector field that exists around any charged particle. It is a description of the
magnitude and direction of the force per unit charge that is applied to any charged body in
the proximity of the particle. EF lines point away from areas of positive charge and point
towards areas of negative charge.

An EF has the function of making charged particles move (current) by applying an
attractive or repulsive force, and changing the electric potential energy of the particle.
Changes in electric potential energy (ΔPE) depends on the change in electric potential (Δϕ)
and the charge on the test particle itself (q):

"PE = q "#

(3)

Electric potential (ϕ), measured in volts, is a scalar property. It is a measure of potential
energy per unit charge in an !
electric field. Any change in potential from one point in space
to another is known as potential difference and is analogous to the potential difference
(voltage) across a power source in a circuit.

Since charge moves in electric circuits, it must mean that there is an electric field. Unlike a
point charge in space, the electric field lines passing through a resistor are parallel lines
(See Figure 1). The electric field in a resistor is given by:
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Figure 1: Electric Field Lines in a Resistor
Parallel electric field lines (arrows) are generated in a resistor of constant cross-sectional
area when a voltage is placed across its length. The electric field is constant with regard to
magnitude and direction at all points in the resistor. When the resistor is replaced by a
chamber containing culture media, an electric field can be generated across an
experimental cell culture.
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E=

V
L

(4)

where V is the voltage drop across the resistor, and L is the length of the resistor. Critical to

! is the fact that they are intimately connected to currents,
the understanding of electric fields
and that one cannot exist without the other.

Electric Fields in Biological Systems

In addition to discovering that electricity was responsible for the twitch of muscle fibers,
Galvani discovered that a small outward current was created at the ends of severed sciatic
nerves. He then showed that this current was sufficient to cause a muscle twitch. In doing
so, he had discovered the first instance of a biological electrical field caused by an injury
potential. Physiology has dealt extensively with transmembrane potentials, and action
potentials in specialized cells. Injury potentials and endogenous electric fields, on the other
hand, are often omitted. This section will begin with an explanation of the origin of these
phenomena of bioelectricity.

The stumps of regenerating newt limbs have measurable outward currents that create an EF
of approximately 60mV/mm within a radius of 125 µm from the wound site (Borgens et.
al. 1977) and wounds in human skin create a similar field of about 140mV/mm (Barker et.
al., 1982). This field results from the movement of ions underneath the epithelium. The
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cells of the human epidermis have apical Na+ channels and basolateral Na+-K+ ATPase
pumps. The net effect is that the cells of the epidermis pump Na+ ions from above the
epidermis down through the cell, into the extracellular space below (Reviewed in McCaig
et. al., 2005).

Because the cells of the epidermis are joined together by tight junction, the high resistance
prevents the return of the Na+ ions to the apical surface (Reviewed by Anderson, 2001).
Thus, a potential difference is established across the epidermis. At the site of a wound, the
potential difference breaks down, creating an outward current. The current is maintained
by the continuing downward pumping of surrounding cells (Reviewed by Borgens et. al.,
1989). The ions that escape however exit the wound by initially traveling laterally towards
the wound site under the epidermis, in an inward radial fashion. This means that there is a
and electric field that exists underneath the epidermal layer (See Figure 2).

An outward current similar to that in injury has been recognized in limb formation during
the development of vertebrates, with the amniotic fluid being a source of Na+ ions to set up
a transepithelial potential (Borgens et. al., 1987; Borgens et. al., 1983; Altizer et. al., 2001;
Robinson, 1983). The site of a future limb bud experiences perturbations in the integrity of
the epithelial layer, which allows a current to escape, much like at the site of a wound.
Elimination of the electric field by injection of a reverse current results in reduced or
abnormal limb bud formation (Altizer et. al., 2001). There are many other known electric
fields in developing embryos. The most notable is a mass movement of ions resulting from
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Figure 2: Generation of Injury Potential in Mammalian Skin
When injury occurs to mammalian skin there is an observable outward current of as much
as 1 µA. This is the result of a build up of positive charge under the epidermis. A: Na+ ions
from between the keratinized layer and epidermis of the skin is pumped down to below the
epidermal layer by Na+-K+ ATPase pumps. B: When the epidermis is injured, Na+ ions
escape (red arrow), creating a local decrease in [Na+]. This draws in more Na+ from all
sides, resulting in an electric field which points into the site of injury (green arrows) from
all sides. Adapted from McCaig et. al. 2008.
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a 10 mV/mm rostro-caudal electric field, which as been implicated in assisting the
development of the central nervous system (Shi and Borgens, 1995). Since reversing or
eliminating the electric field has such disastrous effect, it can be concluded that EFs play
an important role in animal development.

Elimination or reversal of endogenous electric fields by the injection of current can also
diminish wound healing post-injury. Treatment of a lesioned rat cornea with the drug
aminophylline increases the magnitude of the outward injury current and decreases
recovery time compared to controls. Conversely, treatment with the Na+-K+ pump blocker
ouabain, decreases the outward current and results in reduced wound healing compared to
controls (Song et. al., 2002). Introducing a sodium-free environment and restoring only the
electric field around the site of the lesion also improved the healing time to control values
(Sta. Iglesia and Vanable, 1998). These experiments are strong support for the hypothesis
that electric fields, and not the Na+ ions that carry the current, are important for wound
healing.

Electric fields have different effects on different types of cells. For example, various
studies have shown that endogenous or applied electric fields of physiological strength can
increase the growth of neurons and turn axons towards the direction of the field (Hinkle et.
al., 1981; Patel and Poo, 1982; Song et. al. 2004). Vascular endothelial cells, on the other
hand, elongate and align all their processes perpendicular to fields of at least 75 mV/mm.
It has been postulated that such activity mimics the behavior of these cells in electric fields
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found in vivo during angiogenesis and could be used as a therapy for ischemia (Kanno et.
al., 1999; Zhao et. al., 2004). Finally, it may be possible to use oscillating electric fields to
promote axon regeneration and improve recovery after SCI. Patient trials are already
showing some preliminary success (Shapiro et. al. 2005).

Creating Electric Fields In Vitro

The aim of this study was to study the behavior of SCs in electric fields, and to examine
whether such behavior might benefit treatments for SCI. A previous section introduced the
fact that currents cannot exist without electric fields. The EF within a resistor of constant
cross-sectional area can be used as a model to construct an experimental EF chamber. The
EF generated through a thin chamber can be calculated using the equation:

E="

I
A

(5)

where E is the magnitude of the electric field, ρ is the resistivity of media filling the
chamber, I is the magnitude of!
a constant current, and A is the cross-sectional area of the
chamber. Cells cultured inside this chamber would be subject to a constant DC electric
field.

Conclusion
The pathology of spinal cord injury can be devastating to normal bodily functions and
seriously impairs the lives of patients. The results are permanent, with patients rarely
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recovering much motor function or sense perception. There are a number of experimental
therapies that are currently under investigation that are designed to combat the fluid cyst
that forms after SCI. As yet, none of them has resulted in complete recovery of function.
There are two crucial strategies to any approach: Firstly, neurites must be stimulated to
cross the cyst in the appropriate direction and have a medium to grow on. Secondly, the
neurites must be able to exit the cyst by crossing through barrier of the astrocytic scar that
forms after injury. Each of these strategies must eventually be addressed. This study is
aimed at addressing the need for neurite regrowth. If regenerating axons can be stimulated
to cross the scar, it would seem that there must first be sufficient axons present in order to
restore function. Utilizing the known trophic action that SCs have on neurons, and a
previous observation that SCs align in EFs, this study will investigate whether SCs
conditioned by an EF behave in a manner that promotes the regeneration of neurites.

CHAPTER 2 Materials and Methods

Schwann Cell Culture

Schwann cells were derived from Sprague Dawley rat dorsal root ganglia (DRG). The
dorsal root ganglia were isolated from embryonic day 16 rats as previously described by
Dupree and Bigbee (1994). Briefly, a dam was first anesthetized using gas inhalation of
isofluorane and then dissected to remove the uterus. The embryos were individually
isolated and the spinal cords removed. The DRGs were harvested from the spinal cord and
suspended in Leibovitz’s L-15 (Invitrogen) media containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS).

The ganglia and media were then transferred to a 15 mL conical tube. The DRGs were
allowed to settle and the supernatant was removed. The cells were resuspended in 3mL of
Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS; Invitrogen) containing 300 µL of 2.5% trypsin
(Invitrogen). The suspension was transferred to a 35 mm Petri dish and incubated for 35
minutes at 37°C. The dish was swirled gently every 10 minutes.

After incubation, 330 mL of FCS were added to stop the enzymatic activity of the trypsin.
The DRGs were allowed to settle and the supernatant was removed. The DRGs were
22
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resuspended in 3 mL of L-15 containing 10% FCS. A transfer pipette was flame-narrowed
and used to triturate the DRGs until a cloudy homogenous suspension was achieved. To
remove the L-15 media, the tube was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 3 minutes. The
supernatant was removed and replaced with 3 mL of culture media, consisting of
DMEM/F-12 (Invitrogen) and 10% FCS. The cells were allowed to proliferate in a culture
flask for 48 hours.

Immunocytochemistry

In order to ensure that the cells being observed were Schwann cells, cell cultures were
stained with antibodies to vimentin and S100. After treatment with an electric field, the
media was removed from the cell culture, and the channel was washed for 5 minutes with
0.1M PBS solution to remove residual media. The cells were fixed using 4%
paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes. Finally, the channel was washed three times over the
course of 5 minutes with 0.1M PBS.

The cover slide was gently removed to expose the underlying fixed cells. The cultures
were blocked using 0.1M PBS containing 4% normal goat serum for 45 minutes. The cells
were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature with the primary antibody dissolved in
block solution. The primary antibodies consisted of 1:500 polyclonal rabbit anti-S100
(Dako) and 1:500 mouse anti-vimentin. The cells were washed with 0.1M PBS solution
containing 4% Triton 3 times over 2 minutes. The cells were incubated in secondary
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antibodies for 30 minutes at room temperature. The secondary antibodies used were goat
anti-rabbit (568 nm; Invitrogen) and goat anti-mouse (488 nm; Invitrogen) in block
solution, each at a dilution of 1:200. They were then washed with PBS 3 times over 2
minutes, followed by 3 washes with deionized water. A cover slip was mounted over the
culture using VECTASHIELD mounting medium.

Design of Electrical Apparatus

The goal of the electrical apparatus was to construct an environment through which a
constant electric field of known strength could be applied. The strategy utilized was to pass
an experimental current through a channel of known resistance, requiring a voltage that
would generate the desired electric field. The apparatus was based on experimental designs
presented by McCaig (McCaig, 1987) and Borgens (Borgens et. al., 1994). High vacuum
grease was autoclaved and used to construct two parallel walls approximately 4mm in
height and 45 mm apart within a single Petri dish. A Superfrost glass slide was sterilized
and its two long edges were lined by a 4mm wide border using a grease pencil. The slide
was laid down in the Petri dish so as to span the two grease walls. (See Figure 3)

The surface of the slide was coated with a solution of 0.01% Ploy-D-lysine solution
(Sigma) for 20 minutes, after which the solution was removed; the slide was briefly rinsed
with filtered nanopure water and allowed to dry.
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Figure 3: Construction of the Electric Field Chamber
50,000 DRG cells were seeded onto a glass slide pretreated with poly-D-lysine for 30
minutes. The cells were incubated for 48 hours prior to the construction of the electric field
chamber. Two parallel walls were constructed out of vacuum grease across the width of a
petri dish. The slide containing the cell culture was lain across the grease walls. Two
parallel acetate spacers, of thickness 0.19 mm and length 80 mm, were placed along the
edges of the slide, 24 mm apart. The chamber was completed by placing a glass slide, over
the first slide, along the length of the acetate spacers. The chamber was flooded with 1 mL
of culture media, with the excess media forming two pools at either end of the channel.
The resistance of the chamber was calculated to be approximately 31 kΩ, using the known
dimensions of the chamber and the measured resistivity of the media.
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The cell culture was removed from the culture flask using 3 mL of 10x trypsin
(Invitrogen). Once the cells had lifted up from the surface of the flask, the enzymatic
activity was quenched with 10 mL of culture media. The suspension was transferred to a
15 mL conical tube and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 3 minutes. The supernatant was
removed, replaced with culture media, and the cells were triturated with a pipette.
Approximately 50,000 DRG cells were seeded onto the slide and suspended in 300 µL of
culture media. The cells were allowed to incubate for 48 hours.

A second slide was used as a cover slide to complete the electric field chamber. It was
prepared in the same manner as the first slide. The two slides were adhered to each other,
using autoclaved vacuum grease as an adhesive, and separated by spacers placed along the
long edges of the slides. The spacers were cut from transparency acetate with dimensions
of 4 x 80 x 0.12mm and were also coated using a grease pencil to assure a tight
hydrophobic seal (See Figure 3). After laying down the cover slide, 1 mL of culture media
was used to flood the entire channel and form pools at the two ends of the chamber.

See figure 3 for a schematic of the electric circuit. Each pool of media was connected to a
100 mL beaker containing 60 mL of nanofiltered 1X PBS via salt bridges composed of 2%
agarose (Sigma) in culture media. This created a series circuit that spanned from one
beaker of PBS to the other. A sterilized electrode was placed into each of the beakers.
Separating the pools of media from the electrodes via salt bridges prevented contamination
with the potentially toxic products of oxidation (See Figure 4).
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Figure 4: In vitro Application of the Electric Field
The positive and negative terminals of a constant current source were connected to
individual beakers of PBS using electrodes. The electric field chamber was connected in
series between the two beakers of PBS using salt bridges (composed of 2% agarose
dissolved in culture media). The salt bridges formed a physical barrier to protect the cells
from the potentially-toxic products of oxidation occurring at the electrodes. A
potentiometer was connected in parallel to the electric field chamber to allow fine control
of the experimental current. The electric field was applied by running a current through the
chamber for 12 hours.
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Dose Response of Schwann Cells to EFs

Schwann cell cultures were exposed to varying EF strengths in order to establish whether
the alignment behavior is dose-dependent. Each trial was conducted by exposing the cell
culture to an electric field (or no electric field for the control) for 12 hours, with the
cultures bathed in 1 mL of media. The strength of the electric field (measured in mV/mm)
being tested was found using equation 5. The current being applied (I) was measured
directly using a multimeter, the average resistivity of media (ρ) was found to be 1900
Ω⋅mm, and the cross-sectional area of the chamber (A) was calculated to be 4.6 mm2. The
currents required for each EF strength are displayed in table 1.

Current provided
Approximate EF
(mA)
(mV/mm)
1.20
500
0.80
350
0.65
250
0.20
85
0.001
5
Table 1: Current required for desired field strength

Following each trial, phase microscopy photographs were taken of each culture at a
magnification of 10x and analyzed for alignment by Fast Fourier Transform.
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Longevity Analysis

To further understand the process of alignment, a study was conducted to investigate the
longevity of alignment caused by an electric field. A glass cloning ring was used as a
template to scratch 3 circles of diameter 5 mm onto the bottom surface of single-well Δtreated OmniTray petri dishes (Nunc). The circles were used as reference points when
examining the cells under a microscope. 10,000 cells were seeded onto the center of each
circle in 20 µL of culture media. The cells were incubated for 24 hours, allowing the cells
to adhere to the surface of the petri dish. Each cell culture was provided another 10 µL of
media and then incubated for a further 24 hours prior to EF treatment.

The cultures were exposed to a 500 mV/mm electric field for 12 hours, with 2 mL of
excess media present at the ends of the field chamber. The culture was sustained for 6 days
after the removal of the field. The excess media surrounding the ends of the chamber was
maintained at 2 mL by the addition of culture media. This reduced the increase in
osmolarity without reducing the concentration of any diffusible factors responsible for
alignment behavior that might have been present. Evaporation of water from the media was
minimized by keeping a sterile tissue soaked in filtered water present in the Petri dish at all
times. Microscopy images were taken of the cells at the very center of the circles every 24
hours after the EF was removed.
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Growth of DRG neurons on SC cultures

Schwann cells are known to act as guidance for growing neurites in vivo. It has also been
shown that SCs aligned by biochemical means direct neurites to grow in the direction of
alignment. It was our hypothesis that SCs aligned by an EF could also guide the growth of
neurites. A SC culture was aligned in a 500 mV/mm EF for 12 hours. Dorsal root ganglia
containing neurons were immediately placed on the aligned SCs. The culture and DRGs
were suspended in culture media containing 2% (v/v) nerve growth factor (NGF) and
incubated for 5 days. After incubation the cell culture was fixed as previously described.
The cells were labeled with rabbit anti-S100 (1:500) and mouse anti-TUJ (1:400) primary
antibodies. (n=1)

FFT Analysis

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm was utilized to extract alignment data from
microscopy images as described in Tonar, et al., 2003. The function of the FFT is to
convert the spatial data of a grayscale visual image into frequency data by measuring the
periodicity with which cell processes intersect a straight line drawn from the center of the
image to the periphery. More simply, the FFT detects a fast transition between dark and
light along any straight line path across an image as an edge. In this case, if edges are met
in one direction, it means that the line is crossing over cells. If there are few or no edges
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met on a straight path perpendicular to the first, it means that all the edges are met in one
direction. Therefore, the cells must be aligned.

The images that were analyzed had to be prepared in order to provide the data with the
fewest artifacts. This was done in a manner similar to that previously described by Ayres et
al. (2007). The goal of preparation was to eliminate any edges that could be mistakenly
detected by the FFT as alignment. This was especially true of the edges of the image itself.
All images were first converted to 8-bit grayscale TIFF images. They were cropped to a
region of dimensions 1024 x 1024 pixels. A mask was created in the Adobe Photoshop
package that would overlay each image.

An example of the mask is provided in Figure 5. The mask prevents the detection of edge
noise by the FFT algorithm, which effectively analyzes the images by laying multiple
copies side by side. Since the image is pure black at its edges, there is no edge at any
interface of two copies of the image. Furthermore, the gradation from black to
transparency prevents a sharp edge forming between the mask itself and the image that it is
surrounding. However, the mask still allows a sufficient region of the image to remain
uncovered to permit FFT analysis.

The ImageJ (Rasband/NIH) software package was used to conduct the FFT function. The
data measured was analyzed using the Oval Profile plug-in (O’Connell) for ImageJ, taking
360 measurements from 0° to 360°. The output data for all trials was imported into a
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Figure 5: Image Overlay Mask
Images were prepared using a mask overlain in the Adobe Photoshop CS3 software
package. The mask consisted of a black foreground that faded to transparency from the
outer edge towards the center. The center of the mask remained transparent, to allow
analysis of the sample data. The black outer edges prevented the formation of sharp edges
as the FFT mathematically analyzes the image data by tiling copies of the image in all
directions. Thus, as one black edge meets another, there are no sharp edges created in the
interface between images. The image was then flattened and exported as an 8-bit grayscale
image in TIFF format.
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spreadsheet and normalized, which compensates for the differences in lighting seen in light
microscopy images as a result of varying cell layer densities.

Statistical Analysis

A Student’s t test was used to determine whether there was as significant difference in
alignment between experimental and control trials for the dose-dependent response study.
A P<0.05 was considered significant. A one-way ANOVA was used to test the null
hypothesis that there was no difference between control and experimental trials.

CHAPTER 3 Results

The presence of Schwann cells was confirmed
Electric fields are to known to stimulate cell types from various tissues to align. Previous
preliminary experiments performed in this laboratory showed that Schwann cells derived
from rat embryonic DRGs were among those cell types that aligned in response to EFs.
The Schwann cells in this case were primarily identified by their morphology, which
includes a round cell body, and spindle-shaped processes. In this study we sought to
further investigate the behavior of SCs under the influence of EFs. Accordingly, we first
aimed to replicate these previous experiments and concurrently confirm the identity of
these cells. In order to do this, immunocytochemistry was performed on dissociated DRG
cell cultures before and after exposure to a 500 mV/mm EF for 12 hours. Antibodies were
used against vimentin and S100. Although vimentin is found in numerous cells types,
including fibroblasts and Schwann cells, the S100 protein is primarily found in Schwann
cells. Immunostaining of cell cultures confirmed a population of Schwann cells that
colocalized staining for S100 and vimentin. Surrounding these were cells that were
positive for vimentin, but were not stained for S100 (Figure 6). Given their flat
morphology, it is likely that these cells are of a fibroblastic lineage.
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Figure 6: Immunohistochemical Stains of DRG Cell Culture
Cell cultures were stained with antibodies to S100 protein (red) and vimentin (green), in
order to identify the cell types present. Schwann cells were confirmed by colocalized
staining for both S100 and vimentin (yellow). Schwann cells were confirmed in (a) DRG
cell cultures grown in the absence of an electric field, and (b) DRG cell cultures exposed to
an electric field of 500 mV/mm.
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Alignment at electric field strengths between 250 mV/mm and 500 mV/mm

Having confirmed the identity of Schwann cells derived from DRGs, we first investigated
whether the response of Schwann cells to EFs was dose-dependent. A current was passed
over the cells in the field chamber apparatus for 12 hours. Light microscope images were
taken of the same location at a magnification of 10x before and after the electric field
treatment. We observed that there was alignment when the field strength induced was
equal to 250 mV/mm (n=2), 350 mV/mm (n=2), or 500 mV/mm (n=2). We also observed
that there was no alignment when an electric field of 85 mV/mm (n=2) was generated for
the same length of time (Figure 7: C, E, G, I).

The images were subjected to FFT analysis, which provided a peak value representing the
degree of alignment (Figure 7: C, E, G, J). The peak values from each trial were subjected
to a Student’s t test for significance, with p<0.05 being considered significant. Compared
to the control sample, significant alignment was found in electric fields of 250 mV/mm
(p=0.007), 350 mV/mm (p=0.007), and 500 mV/mm (p=0.002). Furthermore, the peak
value was always approximately 0.1 whenever alignment did occur. This means that the
same degree of alignment was seen in these cases, and suggests that alignment may be allor-nothing.
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Figure 7: Degree of Alignment at Different Field Strengths
Schwann cell cultures were incubated in the presence of an electric field (EF) for 12 hours.
Images taken post-field show the representative result of each treatment. The EF vector in
each case was horizontal, with the negative terminal current supply connected to the left of
the image, the positive terminal connected to the right side. FFT analysis of each field of
view provided gross image orientation data. Pixel intensities of the FFT were summed
along straight lines radiating from the center. The normalized pixel intensities were plotted
against the angle of the line radiating from the center. Neither the control (A), which
underwent no electric field treatment, nor the culture that underwent a field treatment of 85
mV/mm (C), showed visible alignment after 12 hours. The plot of normalized pixel
intensities for cells in a field of 85 mV/mm (D) resembled that of the control (B),
confirming no change in alignment. Compared to the control (A), there was visible
alignment at field strengths of 250 mV/mm (E), 350 mV/mm (G), and 500 mV/mm (I).
FFT analysis showed peaks confirming significant alignment at 90° for fields of 250
mV/mm (E), 350 mV/mm (H), and 500 mV/mm (J), with p<0.05 in each case.
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Our data suggest that the threshold EF required for alignment exists between 85 mV/mm
and 250 mV/mm. In order to confirm that this was a true threshold, an SC culture was
exposed to a field of 5mV/mm, requiring a current of 0.001 mA. The current supply that
was used had a minimum current of 4 mA, so high ohmic resistors were connected in
series with the EF chamber. These resistors diverted most of the current through the
potentiometer (see figure 3) so that a 5 mV/mm field could be attained. After 12 hours of
treatment at 5 mV/mm (n = 2), light microscope images revealed massive cell death in the
electric field chamber; very few cells continued to extend processes and there was no
observable alignment (see Figure 8). This result is in contrast to previous studies that have
shown that SC cultures can be maintained in electric fields as small as 3 mV/mm
(McKasson et. al., 2008).

Longevity of alignment
Having found that a threshold exists, it was appropriate to investigate whether the observed
alignment signaled a permanent change in cell behavior, or whether it was a transient
phenomenon. If it is found that aligned Schwann cells can be beneficial in combinational
therapies for SCI, then an understanding of the fidelity of our approach is critical. Two SC
cultures were exposed to an electric field of 500 mV/mm. The cultures were maintained for
6 days after the removal of the EF. Of the two cultures, one showed visible signs of an
infection after the first 24 hours. The second culture was successfully maintained for the 6day duration.
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Figure 8: Treatment with a Low Current Resulted in Massive Cell Death
The electric field chamber was connected in series with high-ohmic resistor in order to
produce an electric field of 5 mV/mm. The trial was conducted with n = 2. After a 12 hour
treatment at the desired electric field strength, all but a few cells in the culture had been
killed. In addition, there was no observable alignment.
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It was observed that alignment was not permanent. The culture began to lose its alignment
soon after the field was removed. This change was visible (Figure 9) by the third day postEF. In the absence of an EF, SC cultures in vitro grow into cords or swirls. EF treatment
seems to override the orientation of cells in these cords (see figure 10), separating the cells
and inducing them to align perpendicular to the EF vector. However, it appears that the
removal of the EF allows these cords to reform. It is unclear whether the reappearance of
these cords represents a migration and aggregation of cells, or whether it is the result of
cells dividing along the same axis. However, it is clear that the axis of alignment
established by the EF was no longer relevant once the power supply was disconnected.

Migration of SCs in EFs.
Circles had been carved into the bottom of the Petri dish used for the longevity study so
that the same region in the culture could be examined each day. Since light microscope
photographs had been taken at 4x magnification prior to EF treatment, we were able to
compare these to images of the same field of view taken after EF exposure. As a
consequence, a general observation was made that there was probably little or no migration
occurring (see figure 11) . The images taken of the cell cultures did not include the circular
scratches, but were instead photographs of the center of those circles. The general outline
of the culture persisted during alignment in a 500 mV/mm EF, allowing for identification
of individual cells before and after treatment. From these images it does not appear that
there is a mass movement anodally as has been described in previous studies conducted at
lower EF strengths (McKasson et. al., 2008).
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Figure 9: Longevity of Alignment
A cell culture was aligned in an electric field of 500 mV/mm for 12 hours, with 2 mL of
excess media present at the ends of the field chamber. The culture was sustained for 6 days
after the removal of the field. The excess media surrounding the ends of the chamber was
maintained at 2 mL by the addition of culture media. This reduced the increase in
osmolarity without reducing the concentration of any diffusible factors responsible for
alignment behavior that might have been present. Evaporation of water from the media was
minimized by keeping a sterile water-soaked tissue present in the Petri dish at all times.
Microscopy photographs were taken of the same area every 24 hours after the EF was
removed. It was observed that the alignment of the cell culture slowly diminished,
becoming noticeably less perpendicular after 3 days. It appears that the cells began to
clump together over time. It is unclear whether this was the result of cell migration or a
continual process of Schwann cell death and replication. (n=1)
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Figure 10: Alignment Occurs at 500 mV/mm
In a previous trial that was not conducted under the experimental conditions of this study, a
SC culture was exposed to a field of 500 mV/mm. Images were taken of the same spot in
the cell culture prior to and after the EF treatment. It was observed that all of the cells in
the culture aligned. In addition to a threshold field strength, there may be a graded
response to EFs that increases the probability of alignment of individual cells with
increasing EF strengths.
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Figure 11: EF Treatment did not cause migration.
A SC cultures was exposed to a 500 mV/mm EF for 12 hours. Light microscopic images
taken of the same area of SC culture before (A) and after (B) the treatment showed little or
no migration had occurred.
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Ability of Aligned SCs to direct Neurite Outgrowth

By determining that a threshold EF is required for alignment and that alignment was not
permanent, we had discovered some fundamental characteristics of Schwann cell
alignment. We used this information to extend our study to incorporate the growth of
neurons on Schwann cultures. A culture of SCs was exposed for 12 hours to an EF of 500
mV/mm, which exceeded the threshold for alignment, and one control culture was not. The
experiment was coordinated to end when new DRGs were extracted from rat embryos. As
soon as it was confirmed that the experimental culture had been aligned and the control
culture was not, the DRGs were seeded onto each of the SC cultures. The cells were
incubated for 6 days, fixed, and then immunolabeled for the neuronal marker TUJ1.

As was expected, growth of DRGs on nonaligned SCs did not yield aligned growth of
neurites (figure 12A). It cannot be determined whether the randomly oriented SCs were
still directing the growth of neurites in all directions, or whether the neurites grew in the
absence of any external directionality cues. Figure 12B shows that growth of the DRGs
(white arrow) on aligned SCs yielded neurites extending in the direction of SC alignment
(red arrow). Not only did neurites grow straight up from the top of the DRG, but neurites
that initially grew horizontally out of the sides of the DRG also realigned along their length
to grow in the direction of SC alignment. In addition, the neurites of the DRG grown on
unaligned SCs extended approximately 1.5 mm from the center of the DRG. The neurites
grown on the aligned SCs, in contrast were approximately 3.25 mm in length. This
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Figure 12: Alignment of Schwann Cells Affects the Outgrowth of Neurites from
DRGs
DRGs were grown on aligned and unaligned SC cultures for 5 days in F-feed media
containing 2% v/v NGF. The DRGs and cultures were subsequently fixed and stained for
the neurite marker TUJ (green). A: A DRG grown on the surface of a control Schwann cell
culture that was grown in the absence of an electric field shows that the neurites exiting the
DRG had no directional cue. B: A DRG grown on a SC culture that had been aligned in a
500 mV/mm EF for a period of 12 hours. The SCs were aligned vertically in this image.
Despite infiltration by neurites from a DRG at the top of the image, the neurites from the
DRG at the bottom of the image are clearly aligned along perpendicular SCs. In addition,
the neurites grown on the aligned culture (B) were more than double the length of those
seen when grown on nonaligned SCs (A).
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experiment strongly supports the hypothesis that alignment of SCs provides both
directional cues and trophic support for neurite extension.

CHAPTER 4 Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that SCs align strongly perpendicular to EF vectors. We
began investigating SCs because they are critical to recovery of the PNS after injury.
Studies have transplanted SCs into the spinal cord to improve regeneration after SCI, but
have had only limited success. This study first replicated this phenomenon of alignment
and confirmed the identity of SCs. Specifically, our data demonstrated that SCs align
perpendicular to EFs of 250 mV/mm or greater. This response appeared to be all-ornothing, with the cells reaching the same degree of alignment at each field strength equal
to or greater than 250 mV/mm. A field of 85 mV/mm was found to be insufficient to elicit
an alignment response, and it is believed that the threshold for alignment lies between 85
mV/mm and 250 mV/mm. Our investigation demonstrated that, within 3-4 days after the
current is removed, the culture reverts from a ladder-like formation to having the
appearance of cords, which is typical for SC cultures. Despite this, DRGs grown on an
aligned culture for 6 days still showed alignment along the same directional axis as the SC
culture.

It appears that the EF is providing a directionality cue to the SCs. However, in the absence
of an EF, the direction of daughter SCs may be based on cues from other well-established
SCs. However, DRG neurites remained perpendicular to the direction of the EF vector
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even 6 days after the current was removed. It is possible that the direction of neurites was
established soon after outgrowth begins from the DRG, during which time the SCs were
still aligned, or it may mean that the presence of neurites helps to stabilize the SC
orientation, which in turn stabilizes neuronal growth cones. Unfortunately,
immunolabeling for S100 after the single successful trial was inconclusive, so it is not
known whether or note the SCs underlying the neurites were still aligned 6 days after the
DRGs were seeded onto the SC culture. The fact that S100 could not be visualized in the
SC culture may mean that the immunolabeling procedure was simply unsuccessful, or it
may indicate that the phenotype of the SC culture had changed. It is believed that the latter
possibility is unlikely, as figure 6 shows that S100 is expressed in SCs before and after
exposure to an EF. Further trials will be necessary to explore these possibilities.

Since SCs have been implicated as being important for axonal regeneration in the PNS, we
sought to determine whether EF-conditioned SCs could play a role in improving the
elongation of damaged axons in SCI. One of the many obstacles that hinder recovery after
SCI is the formation of a fluid-filled cyst at the site of insult that impedes the regeneration
of axons. Transplantation of SCs has already demonstrated some success in bridging the
cyst and allowed for the limited regeneration of axons across the cavity. We hypothesized
that SCs exposed to an EF may provide improved directional guidance and trophic support
for these axons. This was supported by a recent study that showed growing neurites were,
indeed, guided along the length of Schwann cells aligned on micropatterned laminin
channels (Thompson and Buettner, 2006). It was hoped that an EF-based mechanism for
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aligning cells could not only improve guidance cues, but would also increase trophic
support for the regeneration of axons.

It may take many days or weeks for axons to extend across the cyst. Since our study
showed that the orientation of SCs did not persist beyond the fourth day post-EF, a
successful therapy may include a new method of maintaining alignment. Alignment of SCs
occurs over a range of electric field values. If it is discovered that the threshold for
alignment is at a level that is physiologically-safe, then a constant in vivo EF could be used
to maintain the orientation long enough to allow neuritic outgrowth. However, if studies
show that a physiologically-safe electric field cannot maintain SC using the current
procedure, introducing trophic factors into the media may lower the threshold for
alignment. Our data showed that DRG neuritic growth was vastly improved when grown
on aligned SCs. We observed that the neurites followed the path directed by the SCs and
extended about twice the distance compared to DRGs grown on nonaligned SCs. The
greater length of these axons may be due to trophic factors. Endothelial cells (ECs) have
been shown to align perpendicular to electric fields in a VEGF-dependent manner. ECs
produce VEGF in response to EFs, and inhibitors of VEGF receptors eliminate the
alignment ECs when exposed to an EF (Zhao et. al., 2004). If the mechanism for SC
alignment is similar to that of ECs, it is possible that SCs produce trophic factors, such as
NGF, and require such factors in order to respond to EFs. The presence of NGF may
explain the observations that aligned SCs increase neuritic extension. So introducing
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exogenous NGF into the media may accelerate the alignment response to EFs, or even
lower the strength of the EF required for the SCs to respond.

The SCs that were used in previous transplant studies were suspended in a biocompatible
gel but were not aligned. It is possible that if the cells were reoriented using an EF, it may
increase the length of neurites and the number of axons crossing the cavity, similar to the
results of this study conducted in vitro. Although breaking through the gliotic scar is
necessary for axons to reform synapses on appropriate targets, increasing the number of
neurites crossing the cyst is the first step to ensuring that sufficient axons are present to
restore function.

This study has been successful in demonstrating that there is a threshold EF required for
alignment. Further trials will be necessary, however, in order to reach statistical
significance for some of the data points. The biggest obstacle facing this study was a high
rate of infection, which made it difficult to attain a large sample size for each trial. Many
non-sterile materials had to be sterilized before coming into contact with the culture media
during the experiments of this study. These materials included the tubing used for salt
bridges, agarose, glass slides, vacuum grease, acetate strips, and wax. Due to the difficulty
in assuring complete sterility of these materials and the many required manipulations of
equipment, the rate of infection was close to 50%. This rate increased for some
experiments that required even more steps beyond just the application of an electric field.
Future studies should attempt to incorporate methods which minimize the rate of infection.
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A final improvement in our method involves the experiments conducted at 5 mV/mm,
which yielded massive cell death in the absence of a visible infection. Previous studies on
Schwann cells have not reported cell death at EFs between 3 and 10 mV/mm (McKasson
et. al., 2008). It is possible that the cell death in our studies may result from the particular
electrical equipment used. A BIORAD PowerPac 1000 was used as a current source to
generate the EF. It functions by dynamically changing the voltage across the circuit in
response to fluctuations in resistance, in this case due primarily to the buildup of oxidation
products on the electrodes. Due to the already minute current that passed through the EF
chamber in order to produce a field of 5 mV/mm, any small fluctuation in voltage by the
power supply might have caused a massive percentage changes in the current. This
fluctuation, if it occurred cyclically, would actually have been a pulsating EF. Further
studies are necessary to determine whether such an EF is actually harmful to SCs, and
whether it could explain the cell death. A redesign of this stage of the study or the use of a
more sensitive current source may be necessary.

Conclusion
This study demonstrated that SC exhibit a strong behavior of alignment in response to EFs
above a threshold field strength. Once aligned, SCs can increase and length of axons and
direct their growth in the same directional axis. These properties may be useful in
developing novel strategies to increase axonal regeneration after SCI.
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